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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The QCAA acknowledges the Traditional Owners and Custodians of the lands across Queensland from which we are meeting for today’s webinar and pays respect to the Elders past, present and future, for they hold the memories, traditions, cultures and the hopes of Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islander peoples across the state.
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Success criteria

You will know you are 
successful if you can reflect 
purposefully on the 
information provided in the 
subject report to determine 
how you can improve your 
school’s support for external 
assessment in Engineering.

Learning goals

Learn how to use the 
QCAA Engineering
subject report to 
inform teaching and 
assessment practice.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The purpose of this webinar is to highlight the importance of the subject report in terms of teachers and schools reflecting on teaching and assessment practice. The subject report supports continual improvement.



Locating the subject report

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Teachers, parents, students and stakeholders can access the subject report for Engineering on the public-facing website via Senior secondary > Senior subjects > Technologies, under the Teaching tab. The subject report and subject report factsheet are also available on the QCAA Portal via the Syllabuses app Resources, under the ‘Additional resources’ tab. Previous years’ subject reports are also available in both locations.



Sections

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This resource will take a deeper look into the subject report for Engineering. It will focus on the data and the external assessment as highlighted. 



The purpose of the subject report
2021 summative assessment cycle key outcomes:
• Quality assurance: Endorsement and Confirmation
• External assessment results

• Effective practices and practices to strengthen
‒ Internal assessment
 Assessment design (Validity, Accessibility)
 Assessment decisions (Reliability)

‒ External assessment
 Teaching and learning

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The basic purpose for the subject report is to support schools to reflect on how they might improve the quality of teaching, learning and assessment, given the state-wide feedback it contains. The current subject report is developed based on the 2021 summative assessment cycle and provides key outcomes from endorsement, confirmation and external assessment. The advice contained in the subject report aims to support school leaders, subject leaders and teachers.  Although, all the information may not be directly applicable to all schools all the time, the reflective opportunity is one that should be acknowledged by all schools. The subject PEO certainly can assist with supporting schools. For school-specific questions, please contact the subject PEO.



Structure of the webinar

CELEBRATE UNPACK DISCUSS
REFLECT

STRENGTHEN QUESTIONS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Structure of the webinar:Celebrating  student resultsUnpacking the subject reportDiscussions by the external Chief marker and reflections by teachersHighlighting the practices to strengthenQuestions: Make a note of any questions as the webinar progresses. 



Subject data summary

Engineering is a growing subject with a larger number of students achieving an A standard in 2021. 
What improvements have you seen at your school? 
What impact has external assessment had on the subject and students?

Subject report reference: page 7 

Subject progress

Year 2020 2021
Growth of Year 12 cohort (+104) 1255 1359

Number of students achieving an A standard (+95) 168 263

Number of students achieving a B standard  (+60) 386 446

Number of students achieving a C standard (–36) 576 540

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The raw data from the subject report, both current and previous, is available to teachers and stakeholders. The subject report is one area that teachers can access for subject support if required. Others include the subject PEO, QCAA Portal and the community of practice.There has been an increased interest in the subject from all universities. The subject has increased student access, as more schools are offering Engineering. In 2022, over 100 schools offered the subject in Year 11 with over 1900 students enrolled. This is an increase of over 200 students on the 2022, Year 12 cohort.Numbers of assessors need to increase to cater for the greater number of schools and students. The subject requires many more endorsers, confirmers and subject matter experts to support EA development and to mark external assessment.  



External assessment in Queensland

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Many of you would be aware that the development of external assessments relies on the support of many subject professionals. This slide serves as a reminder about the nature of the input that goes into the development of an external assessment instrument and marking guide. We encourage more teachers to be involved in the development of the external assessment and as markers.Item writers can be Year 12 teachers as questions are banked and may not be used in the year they are written.



Structure of external assessment — Engineering
Assesses objectives 1, 2, 3 and 5:
• recognise and describe 
• symbolise and explain
• analyse
• synthesise

Does not assess objectives 4, 6, 7 and 8:
• determine
• generate
• evaluate and refine
• communicate

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The assessment objectives inform students about what they need to know and do with the subject matter identified in each unit. Objective 1, 2, 3 and 5 are able to be assessed in the external assessment, whereas objectives 4, 6, 7 and 8 are not. The external assessment will not be the first time the students engage deeply with the assessment objectives — their experience with the IA2 exam will have given them an appreciation for some of the different levels of cognition required by the syllabus.A reminder that the syllabus glossary and explanations of the syllabus objectives further explain these assessment objectives. They also need to be read in conjunction with the external assessment specifications.



Structure of external assessments
• Multiple-choice question book
• Question and response book 

– MCQ response space
– Short response questions

• QCAA formula and data book

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Engineering external exam consists of a number of parts, each serving a different purpose. It is important that teachers inform students about how to navigate their way through these parts and use them as intended.The multiple-choice question book contains 10 items. Please note that this is not marked by teachers. Students write their answers to these questions on the first pages of the question and response book in the MCQ response space table. Notice that on the LHS of the front cover of this book there is a dotted line. Next to this line it says “Clear zone — margin trimmed off after completion of assessment”. If this was a real exam, what would happen is that:after the students had sat the exam, this paper would be collected and sent to the processing center where the paper would be cut along this line to remove the staples. the paper would then go through a high-speed scanner and then the paper would be electronically split up the multiple-choice page would go for electronic marking, the remaining pages would be loaded into the marking software, ready to be marked by the Engineering external assessment marking team.For this reason, it is very important that students learn to respond in the spaces that are indicated. 



Subject matter addressed in 2021
Questions and stimulus were derived from the context of Unit 4 
subject matter in:
• Topic 1: Machines in society
• Topic 2: Materials
• Topic 3: Machine control

What are your strategies for preparing students for the external 
short-response examination?
Do you teach Units 3 and 4 differently? If so, why?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Subject matter is drawn from Unit 4 from each topic. All the subject matter is not always assessed in each year. The extent and coverage of subject matter is amended from year to year to limit the external assessment’s predictability.The 2021 assessment examined student understanding of the application of engineering dynamics principles and concepts involving machines and mechanisms, the properties of materials used in machine and mechanism manufacture and machine control. Assessment literacy for the external short-response examination is very important. For example, carefully reading questions and making note of key evidence required. Teachers and students should have a good understanding of key verbs and subject matter, and that subject matter knowledge and understanding may be combined to develop questions. Some information can be gained from past papers, but students should develop an in-depth knowledge of Unit 4 subject matter and understand how questions are framed for the external examination.What strategies do you use to prepare students? Do you teach Units 3 and 4 differently? These questions are for you to reflect on.When teaching Unit 4, a useful strategy from the second lesson onwards is to start the lesson with quick questions from previous EAs, e.g. two multiple choice and one short answer that related to what students just learnt.This gives students an opportunity to see some of the language used in questions and be able to interpret this language. Unpacking the cognitive verbs involved is part of this teaching. Working on strategies, like highlighting or underlining important information, thinking about what they know that relates. Ensure students read the question completely and always have their formula sheet to refer to. Use the formula sheet as a notation to write anything that may need to be remembered.  While this will not be accessible during the examination, it may serve as a prompt, e.g. 𝜂= 𝑀𝐴 𝑉𝑅 = useful output total input ; for gears 𝑉𝑅=𝐺𝑅=   𝑑 𝐸   𝑑 𝐿  = number of teeth on driven number of teeth on driver ; VR can be written in ratio form which is  𝑑 𝐸 : 𝑑 𝐿 . 



Multiple choice

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The data indicated that students of different ability levels selected the key depending on the type of cognition required. Students who received a lower overall mark were able to achieve on a number of these questions and this is evident in the data provided in the subject report. Some questions required analysis, synthesis and recognition. Statistically, the multiple-choice questions performed well. There were some questions where better performing students were attracted by the distractors. For example:Question 2 key did not attract many of the lower performing students, but option C did. All the distractors for this question did attract some of the higher performing students, indicating that more support is required with this subject matter.Question 3 was a recognise question (i.e. an identify or recall question) for which a high proportion of students from all ability levels selected the key. Some higher performing students selected distractors B and C. This would be an area of subject matter where teachers should consider whether there is a need to provide students of all ability levels with additional support.Therefore, the data seen here is very useful and can assist you to reflect on your teaching of the subject matter assessed by the multiple-choice questions.



Multiple choice — Practices to strengthen 

What does the data indicate?

Some better performing students need more support in the areas of:
Topic 1: Questions 4, 5, 9 
Topic 2: Questions 1, 3, 10
Topic 3: Question 2 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This information is for you to consider in relation to your cohort. A small number of better performing students selected distractors in preference to the key for these questions. This was noted in the data analysis.  The data displays the percentage of students that selected each MC option. Even where questions were developed at the C difficulty level, some higher performing students selected the distractors. By definition, distractors should be plausible to some students. The data indicates a level of misunderstanding by some higher performing students across this subject matter. Perhaps it is an assessment literacy issue and students should carefully read each question before responding. 



Short response written — Effective practices

Questions 11–17
Overall, students responded well to the following assessment aspects:
• simple familiar and some complex familiar questions that required students to 

explain concepts, principles and situations using knowledge of mechanics, 
materials science and engineering technology knowledge subject matter

• simple familiar questions that required the use of Topic 3 subject matter 
knowledge to solve logic control problems where relationships and interactions 
were obvious and had few elements, and all the information to solve the problem 
was provided.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The following information is provided to support reflection on your teaching and learning and is drawn from feedback provided by the lead markers after the marking operation.Q.12: Was done well with the most common mark being 3 out of a possible 4. There were at least 10 possible correct responses and any others that were related to those identified in the external assessment marking guide.Q.17: Was generally well done. Students were required to describe a community problem related to a sustainability issue. They were asked to explain how engineers have used their knowledge to develop a solution for this problem and how the solution has reduced the environmental impact to provide two benefits for the community involved. Where students were not awarded marks, it was in the area of not providing evidence of engineering knowledge in relation to materials. Some students did not indicate a community, instead related their solution to a whole country. Q.15: Was generally done quite well. There proved to be some different interpretations of this question with students responding in slightly different ways. This was allowed for in the marking of student scripts with a good number of students performing well. It is important that students read these types of questions very carefully. They should be looking for cues about the types of logic gates required to meet the required function. Students do develop unexpected circuits that do operate, and this is rewarded, provided they meet the requirements of the given function.Script selection takes place over two days by the chief and lead markers. During script selection, we go through many student responses looking for those that have a variety of characteristics.The scripts that are considered:match the expected response don’t match the expected response but are also valid and correct responsespartially match the response or are partially correct and therefore would be awarded some but not all marksare invalid responses that would not be awarded marks.Looking through hundreds of scripts for each question in the lead’s queue does two things:It gives the lead an idea of how students responded to the questions in their queue. Leads can start to see where they will need to focus their training with their markers.These processes help to ensure that markers are trained and mark consistently so that all students receive a fair, reliable and consistent mark for each question. 



Short response written — Practices to strengthen

Questions 11–17
Overall, students require further support with the following assessment aspects:
• responding to questions fully and accurately
• key features of stress–strain diagrams, e.g. Young’s Modulus, toughness, ductility
• iron–carbon phase diagram (cast-iron section), e.g. the microstructure and how it 

changes for different percentages of carbon and temperatures.
What strategies do you use to prepare students for the external assessment short 
response written questions? e.g. analysing the question fully and understanding the 
type of response required, i.e. identify the cognitions.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Q11: Student responses to this question indicate that more support is required. Students should have an in-depth knowledge of Young’s Modulus (gradient of the linear part of the line in the elastic region) and alternative descriptors, i.e. stiffness, ability to withstand elastic deformation within the material’s proportional limit. Also, being able to clearly annotate a diagram to identify Young’s Modulus. Students should have an in-depth knowledge of toughness (the area under the stress–strain curve) and alternative descriptors, i.e. ability to absorb and store energy. Also, students should be able to clearly annotate a diagram to identify the toughness. Students were required to recall something that loosely resembled a nylon stress–strain curve. There were students that received full marks for this question. Please note the glossary definitions of the cognitions in the syllabus subject matter:For example:Recognise: identify or recall particular features of information from knowledge (recall: present remembered ideas, facts or experiences).Interpret: use knowledge and understanding to recognise trends and draw conclusions from given information.Q13: Student responses to this question indicate that more support is required. Students should have an in-depth knowledge of the cast-iron section of the iron–carbon phase diagram, specifically the microstructure and how it changes for different percentages of carbon and temperatures. There were students that received full marks for this question.Q14: Students were able to recall the shape of a stress–strain curve of a ductile material very well. However, the plastic region was either not labelled or incorrectly labelled in the diagram. When explaining, students had difficulty connecting ductility and the length of the plastic region of the stress–strain curve. No reference was made to permanent deformation, rupture or necking. Many students made the statement that a ductile material will undergo plastic deformation without rupture, while the diagram clearly showed the rupture point.  Q16: The question was primarily about explaining the concepts of work and power. Most students did not attempt to do that in words. Teachers should be instructing students to look for the cognitive verbs in the question. Students also did not use the correct units for work and power. MA/VR was not specifically required to be calculated or explained in the question; however, the nature of the simple machine implies that, and most students understood that and attempted to discuss MA and/or VR in their response. For syllabus cognitions, understanding what each cognitive verb means is important. Students learn these (as they are consistent across many of their subjects) are using flip cards, testing themselves or their friends, playing games like memory/pairs with them. It is also important to teach the meanings of the cognitive verbs and how a question using the verb in Engineering would/should be answered. For example, for question 16 deconstruct the verb ‘explain’: make an idea or situation plain or clear by describing it in more detail or revealing relevant facts; give an account; provide additional information. 



Short-response written example 
Question 14

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
From this response it can be clearly seen the student can recognise and interpret a low-carbon steel (or mild steel).The student has recalled particular features of the low-carbon steel stress–strain diagram and they have also interpreted the diagram in their explanation by referring to relevant portions of the diagram and used their knowledge of low-carbon steel to draw a conclusion or make clear or explicit the ductility of low-carbon steel.



Short-response written example 
Question 16

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Where an explanation is required, students must use words to explain relationships between the key concepts and principles involved. As mentioned previously, this question wasn’t done well in terms of students addressing the cognitive verb ‘explain’.Students that simply calculated but did not ‘explain the work done by the machine and the power used to lift one bucket of water’ were not awarded full marks. Whereas if students wrote a sentence like ‘The power required to lift the bucket was 32.7 W and the work done by the machine to lift the bucket of water is 980 J’ then they have revealed relevant facts, which is helping make the situation clear.Lastly, as to the efficiency of the machine: this was obviously not zero but 100% or 1. If students undertake any calculations with machines, we are interested in MA and VR. If they are not given information about efficiency (what it is or if it needs to be calculated) they assume it is 100%.In this case 𝜂=100%=1=  𝑀𝐴 𝑉𝑅  ∴𝑉𝑅=𝑀𝐴𝑉𝑅=   𝑑 𝐸   𝑑 𝐿  = 𝑥 10 	𝑥= 10 2𝜋×0.125 =12.73 𝑉𝑅=  12.73 10 =1.27=𝑀𝐴The distance moved by effort while the effort moves a distance of 2𝜋×0.5×12.74=40 m; the distance moved by the effort for each turn of the handle is only 2𝜋×0.25 m.



Short-response calculation — Effective practices

Questions 18–23
Overall, students responded well to the following assessment aspects:
• simple familiar calculation questions that required knowledge of Topic 1 and 

Topic 2 mechanics and materials science concepts and principles.

The subject report provides information for you to reflect on regarding teaching and 
learning. What is going well and what needs more attention?
What errors can be avoided through focused teaching and learning?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Q18: Was done well with the most common mark being 5 out of a possible 5. Students clearly and accurately annotated the diagram and correctly used the lever rule to determine the percentage of solid and liquid material present for the alloy.Q20: Calculating kinetic energy was done very well by almost all students. Student responses to the second part of the question indicated that more support is required as many students did not factor in the mass of the pile in the calculations for velocity. Most students used the correct formula. A number of students didn’t fully read the question, with the answer not provided using the correct units.Q21: Both parts A and B were done very well across the state. Some students failed to mention a unit or provided an incorrect unit. A very small percentage of students had issues in identifying the correct variables and equations. More students made mistakes in 21 b) than in 21 a). The common approach was to use the motion equation 𝑠=𝑢𝑡+ 1 2 𝑎 𝑡 2 . However, some students proceeded to find the final velocity using the equation 𝑣=  𝑑 𝑡 = 25 10 =2.5  m/s. This equation doesn’t take into consideration acceleration and assumes that it is a constant velocity motion. While using this approach in accelerated motion, it is the average velocity that is being calculated not the final velocity, so it is important to find the final velocity using 2.5 m/s as the average velocity 2.5= 𝑢+𝑣 2 = 0+𝑣 2   or v = 5 m/s, which was not done correctly by any students who used this process.Q22: Both Q22a) and Q22b) were done quite well. For Q22a), some students did not calculate work correctly and were given an FTE when calculating power. A number of students did not provide a unit or gave an incorrect unit. For Q22b), a number of students had difficulty calculating the drum circumference and the correct number of revolutions required to make the lift. Some students did not provide the answer to one decimal place. Some practical advice is to tell students to write the units next to each of the formulas on their formula sheet so that they have a ready reminder. Then write them on their formula sheet on the exam if needed.Units are required for all final answers to mathematical questions. If students don’t include a unit, they will miss being awarded an entire mark, even if their numerical answer is correct.Again, use flash cards for units or a memory/pair game for quantity and unit. Also underline how the answer is to be presented for Topic 1 questions (and lever questions in Topic 2). Is it nearest whole unit, is it 2 decimal places, 1 decimal place? Underline or highlight this and make sure students give their answer like this.Use a ruler for all lever questions; make sure your lines are straight and accurate. Draw all lines required to answer the question (annotate the diagram fully).



Short-response calculation — Practices to strengthen

Questions 18–23
Overall, students require further support with the following assessment aspects:
• application of Topic 1 knowledge in a range of complex familiar and complex 

unfamiliar engineering situations in relation to machines and mechanisms.

Complex unfamiliar questions: How do you prepare students for these types of 
questions?
What teaching strategies do you use to encourage students to attempt difficult 
questions?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Q19: This was a complex unfamiliar question. A common error in the free-body diagram for both Q19a) and Q19b) was that the direction of the normal force was omitted or velocity was labelled as a force on the diagram. The final answer for both Q19a) and Q19b) was required to nearest whole unit and in Q19b), the distance travelled was to be given in mm. This was a common source of error. In Q19a), there was an applied force imposed on the carton by the falling package. In Q19b), the carton is slowing down due to the frictional force between the carton and the conveyor.  Some students wrongly indicated in the free-body diagram that the frictional force occurred in the same direction as the carton’s travel. In Q19b), a high proportion of the students tried to find the net force. Since there was no external applied force, the frictional force from Q19a) or an assumed applied force were mistakenly used to find the net force. Another issue arose from incorrectly identifying the relative velocity as 7 m/s instead of 3 m/s and failing to identify that at the end of the sliding period there is no relative motion between the surface of carton and conveyor or that the relative final velocity is zero. Given the structure of the complex unfamiliar question, a range of solutions were accepted as being correct and follow-through errors were acknowledged in the marking.  Q23: This was also a complex unfamiliar question, and the steps were therefore not scaffolded for the students. Issues raised during script selection about the possibility of students thinking there was some suggestion of an inclined plane (the object can only experience a force if the plane is inclined) were not valid because the conveyor is accelerating, causing the object to experience force. Static friction causes it not to move initially, and when the time is reduced, the conveyor speeds up further. A good proportion of students calculated the correct solution to this question. Some made minor errors in calculating the coefficient in the last step. Most students were able to at least calculate an initial time and the reduced time, allocating them 4 or 5 marks for this question. A number of scripts were not attempted. 



Short-response calculation example 
Question 19a)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For Q19a), this is a response that aligned with the EAMG. Students approached this question in different ways and so additional responses were also accepted as correct. 



Short-response calculation example 
Question 19b) 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For Q19b), this is a response that aligned with the EAMG. Again, additional responses were accepted as correct.



Short-response calculation example 
Question 23

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For Question 23, this is a response that aligned with the EAMG.  The subject report includes samples to support teachers. Please note that students must provide permission before examples can be included in the subject report. All the samples in the subject report have been included with student permission.



Questions

Email questions to: engineering@qcaa.qld.edu.au

Reflect on the strategies you 
use with your students to 
ensure that all short response 
questions are attempted.

mailto:engineering@qcaa.qld.edu.au


External assessment in Queensland

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Just a reminder about the fact that Engineering needs more teachers to be involved in the development of the external assessment and as markers. Additionally, please consider applying for assessor positions with endorsement and particularly for confirmation as Engineering requires more teachers. Both confirmation and endorsement are good ways for teachers to improve professionally and to contribute to the community of practice.   



Learn how to use the 
QCAA Engineering
subject report to 
inform teaching and 
assessment practice.

Learning goals Success criteria

You will know you are 
successful if you can reflect 
purposefully on the 
information provided in the 
subject report to determine 
how you can improve your 
school’s support for external 
assessment in Engineering.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This resource assists teachers and schools to purposefully use the subject report as a resource to reflect on their teaching and assessment practice. The fundamental purpose of the subject report is for teachers to reflect on the relevance of the information for them and their school and to seek further assistance if required. The assistance the subject report provides might be adequate in some instances; for others additional advice might be needed. This advice should come from the PEO in the first instance and then from the community of practice as required. 



Contact details 
Brad Walmsley
PEO, Technologies Learning Area Unit
T +61 7 3864 0460
E Engineering@qcaa.qld.edu.au

Kay York
Learning Area Manager, HPE Technologies
T +61 7 3864 0480
E HPEandTech@qcaa.qld.edu.au
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www.instagram.com/myqce/www.linkedin.com/company/queensland-
curriculum-and-assessment-authority

www.pinterest.com/QCAA_edu

www.youtube.com/user/TheQCAAtwitter.com/QCAA_eduwww.facebook.com/qcaa.qld.edu.au

QCAA social media
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